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library an online entry to it is set as public so you can download it instantly. Our digital library saves in multiple countries, allowing you to acquire the most less latency era to download any of our books
behind this one. Merely said, the Buy Good Murder Oﬀ 50 is universally compatible in the manner of any devices to read.

KEY=BUY - ASIA STEVENS
50% OFF MURDER
Penguin By Jenn McKinlay, author of the Library Lover's mysteries and the Cupcake Bakery mysteries, writing as Josie Belle Maggie Gerber-one of the founding members of the Good
Buy Birls- loves her quiet life in St. Stanley, Virginia. But all that changes when Sam Collins, her old ﬂame, moves back to town as the new sheriﬀ. On top of that, Claire Freemont, a
librarian and the newest member of the Good Buy Girls, starts acting utterly strange. When Maggie goes to visit her the next day at the library, she ﬁnds the body of a very dead
man. Turns out the man is someone from Claire's past. As the handsome new sheriﬀ zeroes in on Claire, it's up to Maggie and the rest of the Good Buy Girls to use their bargainhunting skills to hunt a killer-while making sure they don't pay too much in the process...

50% OFF MURDER
Berkley After a fellow member of the Good Buy Girls is accused of murder, Maggie Gerber must repurpose her bargain-hunting skills to put the real killer behind bars.

MAX PEMBERTON - PREMIUM EDITION: 50+ MURDER MYSTERIES & ADVENTURE BOOKS
e-artnow Musaicum Books presents to you this meticulously edited Max Pemberton collection, formatted to the highest digital standards and adjusted for readability on all devices.
Novels: The Iron Pirate: A Plain Tale of Strange Happenings on the Sea Captain Black: A Romance of the Nameless Ship The Sea Wolves The Little Huguenot: A Romance of
Fountainebleau A Gentleman's Gentleman The Garden of Swords The House Under the Sea: A Romance The Lady Evelyn: A Story of Today Aladdin of London or, Lodestar The
Diamond Ship White Motley Swords Reluctant: War and The Woman The Great White Army Short Stories: Jewel Mysteries I Have Known; From a Dealer's Note Book: The Opal of
Carmalovitch The Necklace of Green Diamonds The Comedy of the Jewelled Links Treasure of White Creek The Accursed Gems The Watch and the Scimitar The Seven Emeralds The
Pursuit of the Topaz The Ripening Rubies My Lady of the Sapphires The Signors of the Night; The Story of Fra Giovanni: The Risen Dead A Sermon for Clowns A Miracle of Bells The
Wolf of Cismon The Daughter of Venice Golden Ashes White Wings to the Raven The Haunted Gondola The Man Who Drove the Car: The Room in Black The Silver Wedding In Account
with Dolly St. John The Lady Who Looked On The Basket in the Boundary Road The Countess Tales of the Thames: Marygold A Ragged Intruder Barbara of the Bell House The
Carousal: A Story of Thanet Jack Smith—Boy The Donnington Aﬀair The Devil To Pay Other Works: Varsity Tales: Undergraduates I have known (Memoirs)

A GOOD GIRL'S GUIDE TO MURDER
Delacorte Press THE NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING SERIES WITH OVER ONE MILLION COPIES SOLD• Everyone is talking about this addictive must-read mystery with shades of Serial
and Making a Murderer about an investigation turned obsession, full of twists and turns and with an ending you'll never expect. Everyone in Fairview knows the story. Pretty and
popular high school senior Andie Bell was murdered by her boyfriend, Sal Singh, who then killed himself. It was all anyone could talk about. And ﬁve years later, Pip sees how the
tragedy still haunts her town. But she can't shake the feeling that there was more to what happened that day. She knew Sal when she was a child, and he was always so kind to her.
How could he possibly have been a killer? Now a senior herself, Pip decides to reexamine the closed case for her ﬁnal project, at ﬁrst just to cast doubt on the original investigation.
But soon she discovers a trail of dark secrets that might actually prove Sal innocent . . . and the line between past and present begins to blur. Someone in Fairview doesn't want Pip
digging around for answers, and now her own life might be in danger. And don't miss the sequel, Good Girl, Bad Blood! "The perfect nail-biting mystery." --Natasha Preston, #1 New
York Times bestselling author

TALES FROM THE GALLOWS
50 TRUE STORIES OF MURDER AND THE MEN WHO HANGED THE LINCOLNSHIRE KILLERS
A MEDITATION ON MURDER
Canelo The ﬁrst instalment of the Death in Paradise Mysteries, perfect for fans of Caroline Graham and Agatha Christie DI Richard Poole has been seconded from London to the
beautiful Caribbean island of Saint Marie. More comfortable in woollen suits than short-sleeved shirts, he’s struggling to adapt to his new home. But this paradise is about to get
deadly. When self-appointed guru Aslan Kennedy gets murdered in his spiritual retreat for wealthy holidaymakers, it’s down to DI Poole to ﬁnd the killer. The murder took place in a
locked room with ﬁve other people inside, and when someone confesses, it seems an open and shut case. But DI Poole knows the facts just don’t add up, and there is more to the
mystery than meets the eye.... A Meditation on Murder is the ﬁrst in the Death in Paradise Mysteries, from the creator of the hit TV series, Death in Paradise. ‘I love Robert
Thorogood’s writing’ Peter James ‘Fans of Agatha Christie style BBC drama Death in Paradise will enjoy this book from the show’s creator’ Mail On Sunday ‘An utter delight’ Heat A
Death in Paradise Mystery Meditation on Murder Killing of Polly Carter Death Knocks Twice

YOU'LL BE THE DEATH OF ME
TIKTOK MADE ME BUY IT
Penguin UK From the international bestselling author of One of Us Is Lying comes a brand-new addictive thriller. Ivy, Mateo and Cal used to be close - best friends back in middle
school. Now all they have in common is a bad day. So for old time's sake they skip school together - one last time. But when the trio spot Brian 'Boney' Mahoney ditching class too,
they follow him - right into a murder scene. They all have a connection to the victim. And they're ALL hiding something. When their day of freedom turns deadly, it's only a matter of
time before the truth comes out . . . It's Ferris Bueller's Day Oﬀ with murder, perfect for fans of One Of Us Is Lying and A Good Girl's Guide To Murder. This explosive new thriller is
impossible to put down.

IN COLD BLOOD
Transaction Publishers

THE NARRATIVE OF THE GOOD DEATH
THE EVANGELICAL DEATHBED IN VICTORIAN ENGLAND
Ashgate Publishing, Ltd. A good death was as central to Methodism as conversion and holiness. Based on an analysis of 1,200 obituaries, this book contributes to an understanding
not only of death but of the history of Methodist and evangelical Nonconformist piety, theology, social background and literary expression in mid-nineteenth-century England, and
focuses on the tension in Nonconformist allegiance to both worldly and spiritual matters.

GOLDEN IN DEATH
AN EVE DALLAS THRILLER (BOOK 50)
Hachette UK The Sunday Times Top 10 bestseller 'Pure gold indeed' Heat magazine 'JD Robb is a fantastic storyteller who knows how to keep the pages ﬂying by' #1 International
Bestselling Author, Karin Slaughter "One of my all-time favorite authors hitting a golden moment in one of my all-time favorite series. J.D. Robb never disappoints!" Lisa Gardner
'Doctor Kent Abner began the day of his death comfortable and content' When Kent Abner - baby doctor, model husband and father, good neighbour - is found dead in his town
house in the West Village, Detective Eve Dallas and her team have a real mystery on their hands. Who would want to kill such a good man? They know how, where and when he was
killed but why did someone want him dead? Then a second victim is discovered and as Spring arrives in New York City, Eve ﬁnds herself in a race against time to track down a serial
killer with a motive she can't fathom and a weapon of choice which could wipe out half of Manhattan.

A SECOND COMPANION TO MURDER
A DICTIONARY OF DEATH.1900-50
DEATH SETS SAIL
Puﬃn
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MURDER ORTHODOXIES: A NON-CONSPIRACISTÕS VIEW OF MARILYN MONROEÕS DEATH
Lulu.com Perhaps no one's death has stirred more interest, controversy, and theories than Marilyn Monroe's August 4 of 1962. In Murder Orthodoxies, author Donald R. McGovern
analyzes and examines the many theories that Monroe was murdered by a host of curious characters-from the middle Kennedy brothers to brutal gangsters to aliens. McGovern
separates fact from ﬁction and theory from outlandish rumor. He addresses and debunks the usual allegations related to Monroe's death, the secrets recorded in her little red diary,
her scheduled whistle-blowing press conference, the murder plots by organized crime and the brothers Kennedy, and the fatal injection of drugs, along with many others. In Murder
Orthodoxies, McGovern restores logic and sanity to the investigation of Monroe's death. His thesis is based upon the premise that the engines of conspiracies are started and fueled
by opinion, not by facts. His credible conclusions are based on logic, science, toxicology, and forensic evidence.

THE GREEK TRILOGY, BOOK 1 (LUST, MONEY & MURDER #10)
Mike Wells books When an estranged relative shows up at U.S. Secret Service Agent Elaine Brogan’s house with shocking new information concerning her father's death, Elaine and
Luna Faye join forces to bring a dangerous and elusive Greek criminal to justice. In addition to Elaine and Luna, the Greek Trilogy features the usual cast of Lust, Money & Murder
characters - Nick LaGrange, Dmitry, Tony, and the notorious Giorgio Cattoretti. Hold on for another ‘unputdownable’ ride! Note - this book was previously titled: Lust, Money &
Murder - Book 10, Black Widow Keywords: thriller, suspense, crime, mystery, short books, long books, series, Russia, Italy, Maﬁa, Secret Service, spy novel, spy thriller, espionage,
female sleuth, female agent, kick ass female, FBI, counterfeiting, revenge, danger, dramatic, intrigue, provocative, racy, breathtaking, cliﬀ-hanger, page-turner, gripping,
captivating, fascinating, box set, bargain, discount, discounted, half-price, bargain-basement, bargain-counter, budget, cheap, good buy, competitive, cut-price, cut-rate,
depreciated, easy on the pocketbook, economical, half-priced, low tariﬀ, low-cost, low-priced, lowered, marked down, on sale, reduced, reduced price, special price, holiday special,
Christmas special, New Year’s special, winter sale, on sale, slashed, budget, low budget, low cost books, seasonal, seasonal pricing, seasonal discount, ﬁfty percent oﬀ, 50 percent
oﬀ, savings, cost savings

INDEX OF JOINT CAUSES OF DEATH
SHOWING ASSIGNMENT TO THE PREFERRED TITLE OF THE INTERNATIONAL LIST OF CAUSES OF DEATH WHEN TWO CAUSES ARE SIMULTANEOUSLY REPORTED
MANUAL OF THE INTERNATIONAL LIST OF CAUSES OF DEATH
BASED ON THE 3RD DECENNIAL REVISION OF THE INTERNATIONAL COMMISSION, PARIS, OCTOBE 11 TO 15, 1920
REPRESENTATIONS OF DEATH
A SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVE
Routledge Drawing upon a rare and highly original ethnography of contemporary mortuary practices, Representations of Death takes the reader through the medical, bureaucratic,
commercial and ritual aspects of death Going behind the scenes at hospitals, funeral parlours, crematoria and cemeteries, as well as holding poignant, in-depth interviews with
bereaved women, Bradbury has been able to illuminate the very diﬀerent perspectives of the deathwork professional and the grieving relative. Illustrated with stunning
photographs, this fascinating book makes a signiﬁcant contribution to the growing literature in death studies.

THE LIFE AND DEATH OF KID CURRY
TIGER OF THE WILD BUNCH
Rowman & Littleﬁeld Harvey "Kid Curry" Logan was an outlaw, gunﬁghter and infamous member of the Butch Cassidy gang. With more than ﬁfteen killings attributed to him, and
given his involvement in the Butch Cassidy gang, "Kid Curry" was as renowned a ﬁgure as you were likely to ﬁnd west of the Mississippi. Short of stature yet enormous in reputation,
after Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid ﬂed for South America, Logan became the most wanted outlaw in the United States. He was ﬁnally captured--only to escape from his
Tennessee prison in 1903. Until now little has been readily known about the man nicknamed the "tiger of the wild bunch." With unique access to the research, author Gary Wilson
deftly separates fact from ﬁction, providing readers with a complete and authoritative biography.

THE AFRICAN TRILOGY, BOOK 2 (LUST, MONEY & MURDER #8)
Mike Wells Books In an extraordinary twist of fate, Elaine Brogan and Luna Faye end up joining forces with Giorgio Cattoretti to try to take down Raj Malik. At the end of Book 1,
Elaine learned that Raj was smuggling diamonds out of a secret mine in Central Africa. Her mission is to go to Chad and ﬁnd the location of the mine at all costs. Can she pull it oﬀ?
And can she really trust Giorgio Cattoretti? Note: This book was previously titled: Lust, Money & Murder, Book 8 - Blood Diamonds. Keywords: thriller, suspense, crime, mystery,
short books, long books, series, Russia, Italy, Maﬁa, Secret Service, spy novel, spy thriller, espionage, female sleuth, female agent, kick ass female, FBI, counterfeiting, revenge,
danger, dramatic, intrigue, provocative, racy, breathtaking, cliﬀ-hanger, page-turner, gripping, captivating, fascinating, box set, bargain, discount, discounted, half-price, bargainbasement, bargain-counter, budget, cheap, good buy, competitive, cut-price, cut-rate, depreciated, easy on the pocketbook, economical, half-priced, low tariﬀ, low-cost, low-priced,
lowered, marked down, on sale, reduced, reduced price, special price, holiday special, Christmas special, New Year’s special, winter sale, on sale, slashed, budget, low budget, low
cost books, seasonal, seasonal pricing, seasonal discount, ﬁfty percent oﬀ, 50 percent oﬀ, savings, cost savings

TRAVELERS' RECORD
THE AFRICAN TRILOGY, BOOK 3 (LUST, MONEY & MURDER SERIES)
Mike Wells While in Sudan, Elaine Brogan receives new information about Stanley Ketchum, and it's a game changer. She realizes that the plan that she and Giorgio Cattoretti
agreed upon to have Raj Malik arrested will no longer work without signiﬁcant modiﬁcation. Will The Cat go along with it? And can she avoid the deadly Janjaweed warriors and
escape from Sudan alive? Note - This book was previously titled: Lust, Money & Murder, Book 9 - Escape from Sudan Keywords: thriller, suspense, crime, mystery, short books, long
books, series, Russia, Italy, Maﬁa, Secret Service, spy novel, spy thriller, espionage, female sleuth, female agent, kick ass female, FBI, counterfeiting, revenge, danger, dramatic,
intrigue, provocative, racy, breathtaking, cliﬀ-hanger, page-turner, gripping, captivating, fascinating, box set, bargain, discount, discounted, half-price, bargain-basement, bargaincounter, budget, cheap, good buy, competitive, cut-price, cut-rate, depreciated, easy on the pocketbook, economical, half-priced, low tariﬀ, low-cost, low-priced, lowered, marked
down, on sale, reduced, reduced price, special price, holiday special, Christmas special, New Year’s special, winter sale, on sale, slashed, budget, low budget, low cost books,
seasonal, seasonal pricing, seasonal discount, ﬁfty percent oﬀ, 50 percent oﬀ, savings, cost savings

PERFUME
THE STORY OF A MURDERER
Vintage An odorless baby found orphaned in a Paris gutter in 1738 grows to become a monster obsessed with his perfect sense of smell and a desire to capture, by any means, the
ultimate scent that will make him human. Reader's Guide available. Reprint. 20,000 ﬁrst printing.

MURDER IN 50 SHADES OF GRAY
Babelcube Inc. An artist is found strangled in her apartment. The murderer, caught by a couple of neighbors, hides in the victim’s bedroom as a last resource. When the police
arrives, he doesn’t have a choice but to jump from the balcony to land on a garbage truck. His face hidden by a helmet, he gets to get away on a motorcycle without having been
identiﬁed. This is a case with a rough start for Detective Meyer and his team. Doctor in Science of Religion by Montreal University, Alain Ruiz is the author of several novels and
practical guides with more than 130,000 copies sold, including the Ian Flibus series (Ian Flix), which had a great success in Québec, and Les chroniques de Braven Oc, which are also
adapted to comic book form. Alain Ruiz is married and has three children.

DEATH OF A PARENT
TRANSITION TO A NEW ADULT IDENTITY
Cambridge University Press When a parent dies, most adults are seized by an unexpected crisis that can trigger a profound transformation. Using in-depth interviews and national
surveys, Dr Umberson explains why the death of a parent has strong eﬀects on adults and looks at protective factors that help some individuals experience better mental health
following the death than they did when the parent was alive. This is the ﬁrst book to rely on sound scientiﬁc method to document the signiﬁcant adverse eﬀects of parental death
for adults in a national population. Exploring the social and psychological risk factors that make some people more vulnerable than others, readers will come to view the loss of a
parent in a new way: as a turning point in adult development.

MULTIPLE CAUSES OF DEATH
AN ANALYSIS OF ALL NATURAL AND SELECTED CHRONIC DISEASE CAUSES OF DEATH 1997-2007
AIHW
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THE RUSSIAN TRILOGY, BOOK 3 (LUST, MONEY & MURDER SERIES)
Mike Wells When Secret Service agent Elaine Brogan fails to capture Giorgio Cattoretti yet again, the Italian criminal mastermind conceives a devious plan to capture her. Join
Elaine, Giorgio, Nick, Tony, Luna, Dmitry and Lexy on another "unputdownable" Lust, Money & Murder adventure! Note - this book was previously titled: Lust, Money & Murder, Book
6 - The Extraction Keywords: thriller, suspense, crime, mystery, short books, long books, series, Russia, Italy, Maﬁa, Secret Service, spy novel, spy thriller, espionage, female sleuth,
female agent, kick ass female, FBI, counterfeiting, revenge, danger, dramatic, intrigue, provocative, racy, breathtaking, cliﬀ-hanger, page-turner, gripping, captivating, fascinating,
box set, bargain, discount, discounted, half-price, bargain-basement, bargain-counter, budget, cheap, good buy, competitive, cut-price, cut-rate, depreciated, easy on the
pocketbook, economical, half-priced, low tariﬀ, low-cost, low-priced, lowered, marked down, on sale, reduced, reduced price, special price, holiday special, Christmas special, New
Year’s special, winter sale, on sale, slashed, budget, low budget, low cost books, seasonal, seasonal pricing, seasonal discount, ﬁfty percent oﬀ, 50 percent oﬀ, savings, cost savings

THE DEATH OF RURAL ENGLAND
A SOCIAL HISTORY OF THE COUNTRYSIDE SINCE 1900
Routledge Alun Howkins' panoramic survey is a social history of rural England and Wales in the twentieth century. He examines the impact of the First World War, the role of
agriculture throughout the century, and the expectations of the countryside that modern urban people harbour. Howkins analyzes the role of rural England as a place for work as
well as leisure, and the problems caused by these often conﬂicting roles. This overview will be welcomed by anyone interested in agricultural and social history, historical
geographers, and all those interested in rural aﬀairs.

DEATH AT THE EDGES OF EMPIRE
FALLEN SOLDIERS, CULTURAL MEMORY, AND THE MAKING OF AN AMERICAN NATION, 1863-1921
U of Nebraska Press Hundreds of thousands of individuals perished in the epic conﬂict of the American Civil War. As battles raged and the specter of death and dying hung over the
divided nation, the living worked not only to bury their dead but also to commemorate them. President Abraham Lincoln’s Gettysburg Address perhaps best voiced the public
yearning to memorialize the war dead. His address marked the beginning of a new tradition of commemorating American soldiers and also signaled a transformation in the
relationship between the government and the citizenry through an embedded promise and obligation for the living to remember the dead. In Death at the Edges of Empire Shannon
Bontrager examines the culture of death, burial, and commemoration of American war dead. By focusing on the Civil War, the Spanish-Cuban-American War, the Philippine-American
War, and World War I, Bontrager produces a history of collective memories of war expressed through American cultural traditions emerging within broader transatlantic and
transpaciﬁc networks. Examining the pragmatic collaborations between middle-class Americans and government oﬃcials negotiating the contradictory terrain of empire and nation,
Death at the Edges of Empire shows how Americans imposed modern order on the inevitability of death as well as how they used the war dead to reimagine political identities and
opportunities into imperial ambitions.

SEEING ANGELS IN THE SHADOW OF DEATH
A RABBI’S JOURNEY THROUGH ILLNESS AND HEALTH
Wipf and Stock Publishers For anyone who has suﬀered loss, or is facing a personal trial, the pain can be overwhelming, and you might feel at a loss as to where to look for healing.
From a young age I have wondered about the day that I will die and what my life will have meant. At the age of twenty-two, I was confronted by death in the form of cancer, and
then again at age thirty-three in the form of heart disease. Those events helped clarify for me what direction my life should take, but only with the help of other people, my angels
in the shadow of death. They helped show me the light when all I saw was darkness. And now I try to be an angel myself, to help those who feel like they are living in death's dark
shadow. We should never have to suﬀer alone. This is the story of my journey from illness to health, from darkness to light, and I hope that it brings healing and light to all who read
it.

50 AMERICAN SERIAL KILLERS YOU'VE PROBABLY NEVER HEARD OF
At any given time there are between 30 and 50 serial killers roaming the streets of America. These are their stories. 50 shocking true crime cases, including; Cesar Barone:
Embarked on a killing spree in order to emulate his hero, Ted Bundy. Caught after he boasted about his misdeeds. Steven Catlin: A ﬁnancially-motivated serial killer who used the
rare toxin Paraquat to murder his mother and two of his wives. Bobby Jack Fowler: A nomadic killer, Fowler wandered the country, killing wherever he stopped. He has been linked
to over 50 murders. Debra Sue Tuggle: Obsessed with sex, Tuggle frequently fell pregnant. When she couldn't be bothered with an abortion, she suﬀocated the baby instead.
Bernard Giles: A happily married family man who enjoyed picking up young hitchhikers to rape and strangle. Boone Helm: An outlaw of the Old West, Boone had a taste for
cannibalism and would sometimes kill and eat his saddle partners. Paul Rowles: Obsessed with his ex-girlfriend, Rowles started hunting and attacking women who looked like her.
Few survived the encounter. Darren Vann: Used online sex sites to lure prostitutes to cheap hotels where he raped and strangled them. Buddy Earl Justus: Kept us a regular work
routine during the week. Over the weekends he'd go on road trips, trawling for victims. Cory Morris: Young killer who murdered ﬁve prostitutes in his trailer, leaving their bodies to
rot on the premises. ˃˃˃ ˃˃˃ ˃˃˃ Plus 40 more riveting true crime cases...Scroll up to get your copy now. Book Series by Robert Keller Most of my works cover serial killers, while the
"Murder Most Vile" series covers individual true crime stories. These are the main collections; American Monsters 50 American Serial Killers You've Probably Never Heard Of Murder
Most Vile Human Monsters British Monsters Australian Monsters Canadian Monsters German Monsters Cannibal Killers Plus various other standalone books, including the The Deadly
Dozen, which is available as a free download on Amazon, and Serial Killers Unsolved, which you can get for free when signing up to my mailing list. Robert Keller's True Crime eBook
Categories: Serial Killers True Crime Serial Killer Biographies Murder and Mayhem True Murder Cases Serial Killer Case Files True Crime Short Stories

MOLECULES OF DEATH
Imperial College Press This book has been developed over many years from several popular courses taught to students at both Birmingham and London universities. It provides an
important step in introducing principles and concepts within the ﬁeld of toxicology. The underlying mechanisms of toxicity are highlighted through examples taken from gases,
minerals, plants, fungi, bacteria, marine creatures, industrial chemicals and pharmacological agents.In this second edition, the text has been completely revised and expanded with
the addition of six new chapters ? carbon monoxide, hydroﬂuoric acid, lead, mushroom, toxins, paracetamol, paraquat and diquat. Each chapter is self-suﬃcient, enabling readers to
dip into chapters of interest at random without any lack of understanding. The book is informative, with numerous clinical details, and will appeal to those who wish to delve into
this fascinating subject.

THE DEATH OF BEN LINDER
THE STORY OF A NORTH AMERICAN IN SANDINISTA NICARAGUA
Seven Stories Press In 1987, the death of Ben Linder, the ﬁrst American killed by President Reagan's "freedom ﬁghters" -- the U.S.-backed Nicaraguan Contras -- ignited a ﬁrestorm
of protest and debate. In this landmark ﬁrst biography of Linder, investigative journalist Joan Kruckewitt tells his story. In the summer of 1983, a 23-year-old American named Ben
Linder arrived in Managua with a unicycle and a newly earned degree in engineering. In 1986, Linder moved from Managua to El Cuá, a village in the Nicaraguan war zone, where he
helped form a team to build a hydroplant to bring electricity to the town. He was ambushed and killed by the Contras the following year while surveying a stream for a possible
hydroplant. In 1993, Kruckewitt traveled to the Nicaraguan mountains to investigate Linder's death. In July 1995. she ﬁnally located and interviewed one of the men who killed Ben
Linder, a story that became the basis for a New Yorker feature on Linder's death. Linder's story is a portrait of one idealist who died for his beliefs, as well as a picture of a failed
foreign policy, vividly exposing the true dimensions of a war that forever marked the lives of both Nicaraguans and Americans.

PROGRAMMED CELL DEATH 2.0: THE QUALITY OF CELL DEATH
Frontiers Media SA

BROKEN HARBOUR
Hachette UK 'One of the most talented crime writers alive' Washington Post 'I've been enthusiastically telling everyone who will listen to read Tana French' Harlan Coben, author of
Safe Sometimes there is no safe place. Nothing about the way this family lived shows why they deserved to die. But here's the thing about murder: ninety-nine times out of a
hundred, it doesn't break into people's lives. It gets there because they open the door and invite it in... In Broken Harbour, a ghost estate outside Dublin - half-built, half-inhabited,
half-abandoned - two children and their father are dead. The mother is on her way to intensive care. Scorcher Kennedy is given the case because he is the Murder squad's star
detective. At ﬁrst he and his rookie partner, Richie, think this is a simple one: Pat Spain was a casualty of the recession, so he killed his children, tried to kill his wife Jenny, and
ﬁnished oﬀ with himself. But there are too many inexplicable details and the evidence is pointing in two directions at once. Scorcher's personal life is tugging for his attention.
Seeing the case on the news has sent his sister Dina oﬀ the rails again, and she's resurrecting something that Scorcher thought he had tightly under control: what happened to their
family, one summer at Broken Harbour, back when they were children. The neat compartments of his life are breaking down, and the sudden tangle of work and family is putting
both at risk . . .

GET EVEN
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A DARK THRILLER OF MURDER, MYSTERY AND REVENGE
Headline They got her man. Now she's going to get even... GET EVEN, by the 'undisputed queen of crime writing' (Guardian) and Sunday Times No.1 bestseller Martina Cole tells the
hard-hitting tale of the fearless Sharon Conway as she ﬁnally gets her shot at revenge... Sharon Conway and Lenny Scott are childhood sweethearts. Everyone says they are too
young, but nothing can keep them apart. Sharon doesn't question Lenny's business dealings and it isn't long before his reputation as a hard man destined for the top means they
are living the good life with their sons. But one night Lenny doesn't come home. It isn't the ﬁrst time he has gone AWOL. But it is his last. He is found murdered - beaten to death in
an act of brutality that shocks even the police. And Sharon never knows why. Now, twenty years later, Sharon is about to ﬁnd out the truth. Such a crime cannot go unpunished.
Revenge is long overdue. The time has come to... GET EVEN. If you love powerful female characters, be sure to also read Martina Cole's GOODNIGHT LADY, THE KNOW and CLOSE.
These ladies are strong, resilient and vengeful...

INVESTIGATION OF SUDDEN INFANT DEATH SYNDROME
Cambridge University Press A scientiﬁcally rigorous, multidisciplinary approach to Sudden Infant Death Syndrome, for practitioners, researchers and families alike.

A DEAL TO DIE FOR
Penguin By Jenn McKinlay, author of the Library Lover's mysteries and the Cupcake Bakery mysteries, writing as Josie Belle The coupon-clipping discount divas are back in the
bargain-hunting mystery series that’s “more fun than a closeout sale.”* Letting no good deal go undone, the Good Buy Girls are ready to pounce on the St. Stanley ﬂea market,
where wealthy Vera Madison is selling oﬀ her vintage clothing. The widow’s wardrobe is just what Maggie Gerber needs to give her second-hand shop, My Sister’s Closet, the edge
over vindictive rival Summer Phillips, who’s opened her own second-hand shop across the street. But when Vera is found dead, it turns out that she collected enemies like Dior
gowns—and had more than a few skeletons in her walk-in closet. Now it’s up to Maggie and the Good Buy Girls to sort through the racks of suspects for the killer and get back to the
business of bargains… INCLUDES BARGAIN-HUNTING TIPS *National Bestselling Author Krista Davis

MAJOR CAUSES OF ILLNESS OF VARIOUS SEVERITIES AND MAJOR CAUSES OF DEATH IN SIX AGE PERIODS OF LIFE
GREAT WOMEN OF IMPERIAL ROME
MOTHERS AND WIVES OF THE CAESARS
Routledge Drawing from a broad range of documentation this book vividly characterizes eleven royal women who are brought visually to life through photographs of over 300
ancient coins and through the author's own illustrations. Spanning the period from the death of Julius Caesar in 44BC to the third century AD, and with an epilogue surveying
empresses of later eras, the author's compelling biographies reveal their remarkable contributions towards the legacy of Imperial Rome. Examining the wives, daughters, sisters and
mothers of emperors, the study includes: a pregnant Roman princess who saves a Roman army through an act of personal heroism three third-century empresses who rule the most
powerful state on Earth, presiding over unprecedented social and political reform an empress, though revered by her husband, is immortalized in history for inﬁdelity and corruption
by students of her greatest enemy. Jasper Burns paints portraits of these exceptional women that are colourful, sympathetic, and above all profoundly human. This book will be
highly valuable to numismatists, students and scholars of Roman history or women’s studies.
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